The history of central African colonization illuminates the history of the origins of these lingua francas, but the reverse is also true: sociolinguistic research on these languages introduces a point of view that was lacking in various histories of the area. These histories have been mostly political or
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Colonization of the Ubangi-Congo basins
Languages and dialects belonging to the Ngbaodi dialect cluster 7Diki-Kidiri's explanation for the origin of Sango ["Le Sango dans la formation de la nation centrafricaine," Politique Africaine, 23 (1986), 83-99] appears to assume that the need was lack of communication between the Nzakara and Ngbugu, who were always in hostile relations with each other. This need was met, he claims, by the Dendi, whose speech is closely similar to riparian Sango, because they served as intermediaries between these two ethnic groups. This proposal is based on very little data, and arguments against it can be made on several grounds. A careful response cannot be undertaken here. It should be noted, in any case, that Dampierre made the claim years ago that it was the Yakoma who were intermediaries between these people, without, however, suggesting then nor since that this role led to their language special historical events.)9 Moreover, it appears that riverine territories were controlled by the ethnic groups who lived on the banks and that passage up and down the river was not free to all who wanted it. There is no evidence for SangoYakoma colonies along the length of the Ubangi, as characterized the distribution of Bobangi traders on the Congo and Ubangi rivers at the time of the arrival of whites.10
In less than ten years there emerged on the Ubangi River a jargon or a pidgin, that Fr. Goblet in 1896 called "ce langage barbare de la riviere, qui fait que tu te comprends avec touts les tributs riveraines. Ce n'est pas une langue, mais un volapuck quelconque."11 This is not the only attestation for the language from the 1890s, but it is the earliest. Sango came into existence, not because of traditional contacts between Sango-Yakoma people and other Ubangians, but because of Vangele's occupation of their territory in 1888 and 1889, during which time he acquired over 8,000 kgs of ivory from them.12 This and the period that lasted until the end of the century was labor-intensive. Vangele recruited -or forced into service -many SangoYakoma people. By the time of the Nile Expedition undertaken by the French in 1896-1897, when hundreds upon hundreds (one can say thousands) of these people I offer this statement as a significant contribution to history from a linguistic (or more properly sociolinguistic) point of view. Unfortunately, at this time there is a dearth of information on the emergence of lingua francas as "special historical events." A work on this topic will attempt to answer the question, "Why did a lingua franca arise here, at that time, and not in other, even similar circumstances?" Such a work would deal with, among others, Aramaic, koine Greek, Latin, Arabic, French, and in our day English. Lingua francas emerged as a consequence of trade, conquest, colonization, and colonial (or imperial) administration. And frequently they have been more or less altered as a result of language contact, the ones experiencing the greatest change being pidgins, some of which have become creoles. Research into the sociocultural contexts in which pidgins have emerged is still in its infancy. I have concerned myself with Central Africa, where we find Sango, Lingala, and Kituba (for which see Samarin, "The Origins of Bangala/Lingala," paper presented at the 20th Annual Conference on African Languages, University of Illinois at Champaign-Urbana, 1989), but also Chinook Jargon, a pidgin that arose in the fur trade on the Northwest Coast of North America at the end of the eighteenth and the beginning of the nineteenth centuries. Samarin, "Chinook Jargon and Pidgin were used as canoemen and porters,13 the vernacular language of these people had been "corrompu" and was the "langue commerciale" of the Ubangi. 17Neither the ethnic origin nor the role of these women is specified. They probably were liberated slaves and served as auxiliary workers, possibly in the preparation of food. Of the 100 noncultural words used in glottochronological studies 6 were Bantu: "meat," "grease" (or "fat"), "hand," "many," "bird," and "walk." (In addition, "fly" was lexicalized as "walk in sky.") That Bantu words were already current on the Ubangi River in the 1890s is clear from a mixed word list of d'Uz6s, supposedly of the Gbanziri language, collected in 1892.37 There we find six more words, in addition to "meat," that were cited in a Bangala wordlist of 1899.38 There are the following: "box," "mirror," "not,' "do," "coward' (which later changed in meaning to "lazy"), and "tomorrow:' These words themselves had different origins. For example, sanduku "box" comes from Arabic, probably via Swahili, and kokoriko "tomorrow" probably from the onomatopoeic representation of the sound of the cock in French.39 The point is that they seem to have been introduced in the Ubangi basin by those speaking one or more Bantu lingua francas. Some of these may have been introduced by Bangala, already a much-used language in the 1890s.
The intrusion of Bantu words in Ubangian wordlists is evidence not necessarily of the borrowing of these words into the indigenous languages so soon after the arrival of the whites, but of the usage on the part of Africans who served as sources of information for the French. It was they who were introducing Bantu words into the jargons they were creating. Thus, when Victor Liotard noted in his journal "quelques mots sangos" on 25 February 1892, he included the words for "de bonne heure" (the same as "tomorrow" above), "tissus," "miroir," and "viande" -all of Bantu origin40
The influence of Kikongo -that is, any one of its many dialects -has not yet been adequately identified in the Bantu loanwords of Sango. Since so many words, like likongo "spear," are common to Kikongo and other Bantu languages, one may not be able to identify their origin with certainty. This is not the case with Sango's verb yeke "be," which was an important innovation in the language: the Sango-Yakoma language does not have a copula, and it does not have a construction similar to the progressive form (such as yeke sara, "is doing") found in the pidgin.41 This is not the only Kikongo word in Sango, of course: bongo "cloth" is another one, recorded by Liotard in 1892.
In spite of the considerable number of Senegalais who served in the French militia, none of their languages has left traces in Sango -at least, none have yet been identified (unless the word for "money;' discussed below, is one of them) This is due in part to the fact that these soldier-workers were probably using the Bantu lingua francas by the time they arrived in the Ubangi basin. (The introduction of West African words for indigenous objects constitutes a special case which this paper is careful to attend to.) Unfortunately, there is no direct evidence for the assertion that S6n6galais were speakers of a Central African Bantu lingua franca. We assume it, because they were so long among the Bakongo, through whose territory goods were being transported from the coast to Brazzaville. influence.59 Nothing at all in the dictionaries for Bambara and Wolof, the two most obvious languages that the Sdn6galais would have used, has been found to resemble kinja.
The source has now been traced to the Mende-speaking area where Sierra Leone, Guinde, and Liberia meet. Among the Toma, for example, as described by Fr. Raoul Bunot, the money consists of a small iron bar about thirty centimeters long and about the size of a pencil in diameter.60 But although Fr. Bunot calls the money guinze, he says that the Toma call it koli. He was obviously naming money in some general way in another language: i.e., what was commonly called ginze in the area, the Toma in their own language called koli.61 Port,res, writing more thoroughly on the subject, also uses the word as a loanword: he calls the iron money ginze, but he notes that in different languages there are different names. Only in Kisi, Malinke, and Konian, according to him, does it go by this name. What appear to be phonological variants occur in other languages: gbenze and gweze . 62 We have obviously traced the geographical area from which Sango's nginza comes. I suggest that when West Africans arrived in the Ubangi basin and encountered iron money being used just as it had been "at home," they gave it the name they had used in West Africa. Port,res notes, for example, that iron money had been described for Sierra Leone and for Liberia -in the latter place among the Vassa, which I take to be Basa. It poses no problem to account for the addition of the "n" (i.e. from kinja to nkinja to nginza): this was undoubtedly a hypercorrection on the part of some speakers who believed that because so many words they were familiar with were said by some people with initial "n" and by What is important about these locations is that they were among the very people who were "minting" the iron money. In fact, Abiras is the same name as Bira, cited above as that of an ethnic group ("a" being the local language's plural prefix and "s" being the French suffix). (We have already noted the presence in 1892 of Dutch trading at Ouaddas, whose people, the Gbanziri, were then using the foreign word.) 66Ibid., 39. 
Conclusion
In addition to documenting the varied linguistic sources for the vocabulary of Sango, the national language of the Central African Republic, this paper throws light on the way a multilingual work force goes about creating a jargon with which to communicate with local peoples. The paper suggests that either a few people had more linguistic influence than might be imagined from their numbers or that there were many more people than records have revealed to this date.
Finally, the paper also stimulates the investigation of the work force that colonizers had with them in the occupation of Central Africa in the last two decades of the nineteenth century. It will do us well, for example, to look more thoroughly into archives and published material for information about West Africans. But perhaps it is still not too late for inquiries to be made among the descendants of those early African explorers.
The study of loan words suggests people's attitudes to their experience and to the language they speak. It is to be noted here that West Africans did not adopt the name of iron money in the language they were creating into a pidgin; they used their own word. We can assume that the kinja was perhaps first and more frequently used among the West Africans themselves as they talked about how much this or that cost and then they introduced this word into the jargon they used in communicating with Ubangians.
From this study we also learn that the foreign personnel had a great deal of commercial dealings with the local people, and that these dealings were more than trivial: they were paying for things that could only -or more efficientlybe bought with iron money. We saw above that one kinja would buy a chicken, of which many would have been bought for the workmen's meals. If they did not actually deal in kinja -and it is not likely that they could travel around with large numbers of them -they were quoted prices in this currency, which had to be converted into other kinds. 
